Chairman Lipps, Vice Chair Holmes,
Ranking Member Russo, and Members
of the House Health Committee, thank
you for the opportunity to provide
proponent testimony on House Bill 248.
My name is Meghan Fry and I am a
nanny working for those employed in the
medical field at this time. The reasons I
support House Bill 248 are the following
(summarily). First, I have family who
cannot take needles of any kind and
have any variety of very negative
reactions; their conditions deserve to be
taken into account. Not to suggest that
this is any of your business, due ADA
and HIPAA and the 5th Amendment of
the US Constitution, but no one has any
right to overwrite other people’s
conditions and violate our human rights.
The USA cosigned the Nuremberg Code
in 1947, and this international code is
binding on the conduct within this
country relative to medical practice.
Thus far, among the ways in which it has
been violated… More people have died
from the supposed “vaccines” than from
the virus (VAERS is also
underreported/underreporting due to
how more and more people don't have
confidence in the competence of

leadership in any organization or
governmental body, real or perceived).
The matter of vaccines has become a
coercive project of between missives
ranging from religious leaders to
Presidential tweets to mainstream media
bombardment. The
development/production of this vaccine,
employing the use of tissues taken from
a murdered human baby, many in fact, is
also egregiously morally reprehensible.
The full disclosure of the ingredients
within the vaccine itself is not accounted
for to the public. So it goes perhaps
without needing to be said that, even
without any preexisting conditions
making an injection not feasible medical
treatment, to mandate vaccines or to
require a violation of privacy in any
circumstance concerning medical history
would also violate the human and
conscience rights of millions of human
persons, including Ohioans. I support
House Bill 248 because I am an
American – not a Nazi/National Socialist
– and I shudder to think just how much
worse and consequential this alreadypresent and operational tyrannical
power-play will be in the future for all
human life, families and society at large
if this pretense of fraudulent virtue is

presently so permitted/enabled and
emboldened from other persons to
gaslight and try to bully more people into
compliance. People can lie and deceive
themselves and everyone's second
cousin all they like, but reality will never
be redefined and will always reassert
itself in an immutable way regardless of
the pretense and presumption of fools. A
violation of human rights will always be a
violation of human rights, and abuse –
be it sexual, physical, verbal, emotional,
spiritual, moral, financial, social, medical
– will always be abuse. You
representatives can either uphold the
standard of justice which has already
been established, or you will be
responsible for its collapse and share in
the guilt of all the rippling criminal
enterprises to come. I know you are
human. You have people you care about
too. So I hope you understand the
gravity of the situation and acknowledge
and so treat it accordingly. “It is for
freedom that Christ set us free, so do not
submit again to the yoke of slavery.”
(Galatians 5:1) And I will say, in case it
has been forgotten, that there is no
happier a man to walk this earth, even if
in times of tribulation, than one whose

conscience is clean, and whose soul is
kept unstained by the spirit of this World.
Thank you once again for this
opportunity to provide testimony on the
need for and urgency of House Bill 248.
Sincerely, Meghan Fry

